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BY
S. MURALI

IIt goes without
saying that
it is no good
having a
perfect setup,
perfect grip
and perfect
golf swing
if the whole
thing is
misaligned. It

sounds
obvious but many players
simply do not spend
enough time getting
themselves on target.
— NICK FALDO

By the end of the hour, he was
sweating, panting and out of breath.

But you could see that Sir Nick
Faldo was not keen to stop impart-
ing his knowledge onto the group
of kids and parents in front of him.

What ought to have been a
20-minute demonstration of his
own swing turned into a full-fleged,
70-minute clinic that taught every-
thing from the basics of the grip
to swing fundamentals to practice
drills.

It was clear that the 58-year-old,
who started his Faldo Series in
1996 to help young golfers, would
not stop until his young charges ab-
sorbed some of the basics he had
picked up in an amazing career.

“Some of these things took me 20
years to learn”, he said. “And I’m
teaching you this so that you don’t
have to learn it the hard way like
me,” said the Englishman, dem-
onstrating his swing on the driving
range of the beautiful and newly-re-
built Laguna Phuket Golf Club.

One of the most important les-
sons, according to Faldo, is to play

the shot that you know you can play
and not the one you think you can.

“I used to go to the range before a
round and sometimes the draw just
wouldn’t work. But I would still go
onto the course and try to hit that
shot, thinking maybe I can get it to
work on the course,” he said.

Only later did he read Jack Nick-
laus’ mantra about playing only the
shots that worked on the range be-
fore the round started.

“If only I had read that earlier,
I would have saved myself a lot of
pain,” said Faldo, to much laughter.

With kids as young as seven gath-
ered in front of him, the three-time
US Masters winner started his clin-
ic with the basics of getting the
right grip before moving onto us-
ing an alignment aid to make sure
you are always aiming at the right
spot.

“Too many people start hitting
without really getting their align-
ment right and then their body
adjusts to hit the shot they want,
which makes your swing worse.
“Get your alignment right, aim at

a flag and then you can make sure
you are working your swing the
right way,” he stressed.

He then moved onto his golden
90-90-90 rule on the swing, mean-
ing 90 per cent of weight on the
right foot during the back swing,
90 degree angle of your left shoul-
der under your chin and 90 per
cent of weight on the right foot dur-
ing the follow through.

Faldo’s gems were easy to ab-
sorb, and it was clear that the kids
were enthralled by the way he
could still rip his shots down the
range at will.

He also emphasised that there
were no shortcuts to making it to
the top, although they should have
fun in the process.

He said: “When I was a kid, I
would practise hitting four types of
shots with each club: A low draw, a
high draw, a low fade, a high fade. I
would keep doing that until I could
hit it with every club in the bag.
Make it a game with your friends.
Make it fun. And make sure you en-
joy yourself.”

SWING IT RIGHT,
WITHFALDO
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